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Solutions Interactive is where 
the 300 and Sage CRM user 
community comes to learn, 

laugh, share and connect! With 
an emphasis on collaboration 

and innovation, this year’s 
annual Training & User 

Conference will arm you with 
winning strategies needed to 

help drive and achieve success 
within your organization.

With over thirty sessions to 
choose from we’re confident 

you will find just the right 
topics you need.

Throughout the conference you 
will have the chance to visit the 

exhibitor area to meet the 
sponsors sho can help extend 
your capabilities through the 

services and technology.,

Our Customer 
Appreciation Wine & 
Cheese is where we 

honour our customer 
by pulling out all the 

stops with prizes and 
awards. It’s not to be 

missed!

All general  and breakout sessions
Wine & cheese event

Post-conference training
Breakfast & Lunch

Technical table 

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS                                                 Sage 300 & Sage CRM Training •   
Inspiring Guest Speakers  •  CPD Hours for Accountants
 • Free Technical Sessions • Wine & Cheese Appreciation 

www.GWAbiz.comwww.GWAbiz.com
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Breakout Session DescriptionsBreakout Session Descriptions

XM DevelopmentsXM Developments

AltecAltec

EdisoftEdisoft

Wireless MerchantWireless Merchant

Implementing a B2B Commerce Web Site - Lessons Learned
At XM Developments we have had the opportunity to implement hundreds of B2B eCommerce web sites over 
the past 10 years, exclusively for businesses that run Sage 300 (formerly Accpac), or Sage X3.   We would like 
to take this opportunity to share with you the best practices that we have learned in working with 
Wholesale/Distribution/Retail companies of all sizes on how to successfully launch a B2B eCommerce web site 
in a predictable period of time and at a predictable/reasonable cost.  What to focus one, what to avoid and how 
to optimize a site for converting a shopper to a buyer.

Go Paperless with DocLink for Sage
Taking the first step toward fixing outdated business practices can be daunting but you need to. Your team 
needs to creatively and easily expedite processes; they need software to scan/route documents, create alerts, 
customize forms, automate workflows, and access files from any device. 
Let Altec show you how to begin with the exclusive Sage-endorsed document management and workflow 
solution DocLink. Join us for this session to leave able to identify where your company needs an efficiency 
boost and get ready to go paperless with any document, any process, anywhere!

Mobile Sales in the Workforce
Wireless Merchant will showcase its Mobile Sales/Invoicing system on Android and soon to be released iOS 
version.  Come see how Wireless Merchant integrates with Sage 300 Order Entry, Inventory Control and 
Accounts Receivable. New features such as on the fly customer creation to associating pictures to items and 
our new Debit/Credit Card processing for Canada.

Learn how Edisoft's EDI, Warehouse and Shipping platform is transforming the Global Supply Chain 
of Sage 300 ERP customers  
In this session you will learn how Edisoft's suite of software products are designed to optimally drive down 
EDI transaction costs and operational costs while also improving supply chain performance. During the session 
the audience will have an opportunity to review Case Studies as to how successful Sage ERP manufacturers, 
as well as, distributors were able to achieve a superior and measurable ROI (Return of Investment) by 
partnering with Edisoft.
Join Kelvin Takhar, GM of Edisoft for this session as he provides valuable insights into best practices to 
manage inventory, achieve EDI compliance, and improve staff productivity.
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Sage 300 2017 Tips & Tricks 
Wonder if there’s a better way to do things within Sage 300 ERP? Come to this fast-paced session to learn 
handy Tips and Tricks about the software you already own and use. From customizing your finder to creating 
a special desktop for your most often used icons, this session is for you!

Sage 300 Reporting 
Many of our customers tell us they’re frustrated with inflexible manual reporting processes, and that they end
up with reports that aren’t providing all the information they need. If your decision making is sometimes hindered 
and not helped by the reports you use, we have a solution for you.
Join us for a demonstration of Sage Reporting to see for yourself how it can help you overcome these challenges.

Sage Payments & Sage Credit Cards
Getting paid quickly and securely is essential for your business. Sage Pay helps you seamlessly take payments 
online, in person or over the phone, backed by 24 hour customer support. Sage Payment Solutions allows your 
business to accept and process credit cards, debit cards, cheques and handle ACH processing.

Extending Your Sage 300 System with Key Solution Options
Our objective is to make you aware of the strong community of Sage 300 developers from around the world who 
support the most sought after solutions to enhance the functionality of your Sage 300 system. Automated Bank 
Reconciliations, Productivity Tools to help you streamline processes and master file maintenance in Sage 300, 
Purchase Planning and Procurement Management solutions for Sage 300, Barcode Solutions for efficient 
transaction processing, attaching Notes and Documents and the list goes on. We look forward to engaging in an 
interactive discussion and demonstration with you on these and any other topics of interest to you.

20 Solutions in 40 Minutes
In this rapid-fire session, we will go through 20 solutions that may make your life easier. From great little macros 
to full third-party solutions, there’s something here for everyone. Even if only one or two meet your need, you’ll 
be happy you attended this session!

Sage CRM 7.3 for Sales & Marketing  
Sage CRM v7.3 is packed with new features which will make a real and immediate impact to businesses looking 
to stay ahead in today’s competitive market including fully integrated MailChimp, E-marketing, powerful 
interactive dashboards, full iPhone support and Twitter integration.

What Document Mapping Means in EDI Implementations  
“Mapping” has a specific meaning with respect to EDI. The term refers generally to the process of connecting 
fields in electronic trading partner documents to the corresponding values in the supplier's ERP system. Sounds 
simple, but there are many details that must be executed perfectly for trading relationship implementations to 
be successful.
In this session you will learn:
             What EDI Mapping Really Means
             Why Details Are Company-Specific
             How Requirements Vary According to ERP
             Why “One-Size-Fits-All” Maps Have Limitations
             Mapping and Unit Conversions
             Which Alternatives to Consider

Orchid SystemsOrchid Systems
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Financial Reporter - Get More for What You Own 
Ever thought you should be able to get more from your Financial Reporter? – you’re probably right.  This session 
focuses on many of the more advanced features of the Financial Reporter.  From creating unlimited financial 
reports, to including graphs and charts, to drilling down to financial details right from the statement, you’ll know 
how to do it when you leave this session.

Financial Reporter - Get More for What You Own 
Ever thought you should be able to get more from your Financial Reporter? – you’re probably right.  This session 
focuses on many of the more advanced features of the Financial Reporter.  From creating unlimited financial 
reports, to including graphs and charts, to drilling down to financial details right from the statement, you’ll know 
how to do it when you leave this session.

Sage 300 Reporting 
Many of our customers tell us they’re frustrated with inflexible manual reporting processes, and that they end
up with reports that aren’t providing all the information they need. If your decision making is sometimes hindered 
and not helped by the reports you use, we have a solution for you.
Join us for a demonstration of Sage Reporting to see for yourself how it can help you overcome these challenges.

Introducing The Latest & Greatest Solution from Orchid Systems – Extender for Sage 300
This session will show you how to Increase the System's IQ By Adding Alerts, Audit Logging, Field Level Security 
and customized Business Logic in Sage 300. Come see why we think this new module from Orchid Systems will 
revolutionize the way you use Sage 300.
 

Managing Your Assets in Sage 300 Makes Sense
For organizations who recognize the importance of managing their physical assets and want a tightly integrated, 
cost effective solution to complement their existing Sage 300 system, Norming Asset Management makes a lot 
of sense.

The Top 5 Considerations When Selecting a Credit Card Processor
With any business, accepting credit cards is paramount to your company success.  A key aspect of accepting 
credit cards is selecting which credit card processing solution you should use. 
Not all credit card processors are the same.  Services vary, funding availability varies and fees vary.  They all 
process your credit card transactions, but there are some specific considerations that you should be aware of 
when choosing a credit card processing company that will save you significant amounts of money on a yearly 
basis. Continued on next page...

Connect Your Organization With Its People: Employee Management from Recruitment to Retirement
Attracting and retaining the right people make all the difference! Sage believes that employees are the most 
important component in your quest to improve your business and its results. From Recruiting and Applicant 
tracking to Onboarding, Personnel Record Management and Employee Self Service to Time and Attendance, 
Learning Management to Paperless Forms - this session will illustrate how Sage HRMS can help you maximize 
your investment and empower Employees and Managers with the information they need to succeed!

Sage CRM Tips & Tricks and Customizations  
You will learn how to administer roles, security profiles, teams, templates, user settings, data uploads, products, 
MS Outlook integration, advanced customization, component installation, and marketing at the customer's site.

NormingNorming

Iciniti Order Desk for Sage CRM
If you use or are contemplating using Sage CRM…You Don't want to miss this session. For years we have heard 
complaints about how hard it is to use the Sage CRM/Sage 300 integration. This year Iciniti did something about it. 
Come see the new Iciniti Order Desk for Sage CRM. Give your  CSRs real power to manage Customer orders 
and quotes, drill-down to product availability, and drill-down further to orders and Purchase orders. This is a game 
changer for your CSR staff. 

2:45   Library American PaymentsAmerican Payments
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Continued...
Join North American Payment Solutions to learn more about the 5 key areas you need to consider when selecting 
your credit card processor:
  · PCI compliance
  · Monthly fees
  · Seamless ERP integration
  · Guaranteed Rates
  · Funding Time
Learn how focusing on these areas will save you money on your monthly processing fees.

American PaymentsAmerican Payments

2:45   Library Sovereign ConsultingSovereign Consulting
Getting Government Grants 
There are millions of government dollars just sitting there ready for you to claim. Some is for research and 
development while other is for hiring employees, putting in new innovative software or improving your companies 
processes. We will have experts on hand to discuss what is available and what you need to do to take your share.
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Bank Reconciliation 
Bank Reconciliation has changed for good—it was overhauled and greatly improved in the new Sage 300 versions. 
Sage designed new functionalities and rebuffed existing ones. Simple to use and readable, designed with users’ 
convenience in mind, a monthly reconciliation can be a breeze.

Crystal Reports Tips, Tricks & Macros
This session covers the basic functionality of Crystal Reports as it relates to Sage 300. This course is designed to
assist those with little or no experience creating new reports and editing existing reports. Topics covered in this 
course include understanding the 300 tables and fields, how to connect to a database and table linking, as well as 
how to define groups, formulas, parameters, sort data and sub-reports.

Sage 300 Best Practices Round Table
This face-paced, interactive session is designed to exchange real life ideas, tips and tricks—from user to user. 
Bring your challenges and successes, to share with others. Think of that one thing you wish you can solve
—chances are somebody’s experienced the same issue and has found a solution!

Website Pipeline – Way more than just a web store 
Think Website Pipeline is just another web store provider?  Think again!   Eric Alexander, co-founder, will explain 
and demonstrate Website Pipeline's cloud-based Customer Interaction Management platform, and you will see the 
different options we have available will benefit your team and your customers.
We now have applications for the following:
  · Business (B2B) Customers
  · Retail (B2C) Customers
  · National Account Customers
  · Service Industry Customers
  · Customer Service Teams
  · Sales Teams
  · Management/C-level employees
  · 3rd party marketplaces (Amazon, Ebay etc)
  · 3rd party ecommerce platforms (Magento, Shopify, etc)
  · And much, much more!

BTSBTS

GWA & BTSGWA & BTS

GWA & BTSGWA & BTS                        thank you for joining us today. 
Wine & Cheese will now be served in the Georgian Room sponsored in part by                               .                                    
Prizes will also be awarded at this time.
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